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Chapter 1

Fast and Accurate Speech
Recognition

In this first chapter I give a short motivation for speech recognition and al~ a brief
int.roductioll. I explain, that it is desirable for a lot of the state-of-the-art systems
to be large and that the speed of this speech recognizer can be a problem. It call be
necessary, to speed it up, but it is desirable to do this "vithant loss in output quality.
Afterwards I describe the basic idea for speeding up a speech recognizer, which was
addressed in this thesis. This is Gaussian selection.

1.1 Introduction to Speech Recognition

At all times applications were build, which tried to make life simpler. One of the re-
cent approaches is to use speech recognition and speech synthesis for the interaction
with computers and embedded systems. Some systems try to simplify the useability
of already invented techniques like cell phones or navigation systems, while others
open up new possibilities like intelligent rooms that react on the situation inside the
room. This can partly be done using speech recognition. Together with machine
translation it opens up even more per.spectives, e. g. the simultaneous translation
during a phone call between two people that are not able to speak the languages of
each other.
Speech recognition transforms the audio data of each speaker in a transcription

of what the speaker said. The first step is to extract specific features out of the
audio data. Having the features most of the state-of-the-art systems use hidden
t\larkov models (H~IMs) [Rab90J to get a probability for eadl possible word given
the feature vectors belonging to a series of time stamps. Most H1D.l-systems lIlodel
the probability density functions of the H~IM-states as Gaussian mixtures. This
Gaussian mixtures have to be evaluated, when the probability of a certain Hj\H.l-
state is needed. "C"singa language model the most likely sentences are calculated out
of the probabilities of the possible words.
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2 CHAPTER 1. FAST AND ACCURATE SPEECH RECOGNITION

1.2 Time-expensive Evaluation of Gaussian Mix-
tures

For some recognition ta.sks a relatively sIIlall number of HMr..I-statesmight be suf-
ficient, but with a increasing number of words the recognizer should be able to
recognize, the number of HMl\I-statcs has to be increa-;eci to gain the same accu-
racy. Since the pronunciation of a phoneme can vary for different speakers and
contexts, the accuracy can be further improved by using more than one IU."lM-state
sequence for each word. Therefore with a greater number of states the a.ccuracy of
the system can be improved. This can only be done, since more and more training
data is available nowadays. Another advantage of more training data is the possibil-
ity to build fully continuous speech recognizers, what meAns, that every HM1I-state
ha.,;;a unique Gaussian mixture model.
Due to this reasons most of the state-of-the-art speech recognizers use some thou-

sand H1U.I-states. For fully continuous systems the number of Gaussian mixtures
that have to be evaluated. for each time frame during the recognition increa...;;e;in
the same manner as the number of H1IM-states. The evaluation of thousands of
this Gaus...,iallmixtures (see appendix A.I) needs a lot of computation time. In some
applications only the accuracy of the speech recognizer is important and the time
it needs for the recognition is unimportant, but there are a lot of systems in which
the time behavior is also of fundamental importance. If the recognizer is part of a
system, that interacts with a human user, it is important that the recognizer is fa.'it,
since it is inconvenient for the user to wait for the system and therefore would not
be of great help.

1.3 Gaussian Selection

It is possible to speed up speech recognizers in different ways. One common way
is to consider only those states that are most likely given the previous states. This
approach restricts the search space for the best transcription and therefore speeds
up the recognition task. When evaluating the Gaussian mixtures of a H)'IM-state
at certain coordinates, it seems reasonable that only one or a few Gaussians have
significant contributions to the probability of the Gaussian mixture. This are the
Gaussians, that have a significant probability at the position of the feature vector,
i.e. mostly the Gaussians that are close to the feature vector. If the feature vector
lies on the tail of a Gaussian it is not necessary to evaluate this Gaussian, since it
would not have a significant contribution to the overall probability of the Gaussian
mixture.
When a speed up of the speech recognizer should be achieved by only using the

most :;ignificant Gaussians for each pair of feature vector and Gaussian mixture, it
betomes an important ta."k of the speech recognizer to find this significant Gaus-
siaus. To achieve an overall speed up of the recognizer the search for the significant
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Gaussians has to be fast, but the selected Gaussians should also give a good approx-
imation of the Gaussian mixture. Therefore different Gaussian selection methods
have been proposed in recent ,years. Some methods use a segmentation of the fea.
lure space to define different areas, whereas only the Gaussians of one or a few areas
are used for the calculation of a Gaussian mixture during recognition. The areas,
that have to be evaluated, are chosen depending 011 the feature vector. This meth-
ods are multidimensional feature space partitioning trees and vector quantization.
Other methods do not use any preprocessing, but determine the most significant
GauSo."lians IL<;ingdistance measures, that are fa.<;terin calculation than evaluating
the Gaussian. This methods were proposed a.<;projection search and Hamming-
dis tance-approxi mat ion.
Since each of the different methods has parameters that have to be tuned before

using the Gaussian selection method, it is difficult to choose the best Gaussian
:;election method and find the best parameters for a specific task. The proposed
methods can differ in the computation time and the memor.)", that is needed to
calculate the most significant Gaussians, but they can also differ in the quality
of the chooen Gaussians. In addition to that, they vary in their useability when
speaker adaptation is performed during the speech recognition. This thesis will give
an overview on the behavior of the most promising methods compared to a baseline
system. It considers effects of different parameter settings and differences hetween
the methods.



Chapter 2

Gaussian Selection

In this chapter I give an overview of the four different Gaussian seleciton categories.
I describe four representative methods of Gaussian selection one for each of the
four categories. This methods are the bucket box intersection algorithm, vector
quantization, projection search and Hamming-distance-approximation.

2.1 Classification of Methods
Different methods have been proposed to select the su~t of Gaussians that should
be used to calculate au approximated probability for a Gaussian mixture. Ort-
manns [Ort98] suggests to separate them into four different categories, which are
k-dimensional search trees, vector quantization, projection search and Hamming-
distance-approximation. The first two are based on a static partitioning of the
feature !Space.Therefore the feature space is partitioned in appropriate cells, which
('an be generated before the evaluation. During evaluation only the Gaussian!Sof
the cells, that are closest to the observation vector, are calculated to get an approx-
imation of the Gaussian mixture. If only the closest cell is used, then it is the cell,
in which the observation vector is located. Using projection search or Hammillg-
distance-approximation the selection of the Gaussians, that have to be calculated,
is done by roughly approximating the distances between the ob.<;ervationvector and
the Gaussians during evaluatioIl.

2.2 BBI
The bucket box intersection (BBI) algorithm [FR96, WF97] is an approach to ap-
proximate Gaussian mixtures with diagonal covariance matrices, based on a binary
feature space partitioning tree [Ben75]. For a given feature vector the tree is used
to find the set of the most significant Gaussians for this vector. The hasic struc-
ture used in the BBI algorithm is the k-dimellsional search tree, which partitions
the k-dimensional feature space in disjoint rectangular subspaces. Each leaf of the

5
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tree represents one of the rectangular subspaces, that are described by hyperplanes
defined in the inner nodes. Each hyperplane is orthogonal to one of the coordinate
axis. The hyperplane belonging to the root node divides the feature space in two
half spaces. Depending on the location of these sub-spaces in relation to the hy-
perplane one is the left and one the right child node. Every child node is further
divided into two child nodes. This is repeated until the tree has a depth of d. Each
Gaussian is stored in lists (bucket) belonging to the sub-spaces in which the value of
the Gaussian is above a certain threshold. After this precalculation it is possible to
find the subspace in which a Gaussian is located by d comparisons. In every node it
has to be decided 011 which side of the hyperplane the observation vector is located
and it has to be descended to the appropriate child. When a leaf is reached only
the Gallssians in this leaf are used to calculate an approximation of the Gaussian
mixture probability.
The log of a single multivariate Gaussian probability density function with diag-

onal covariances, e. g. E = la with a = (a~, ... ,ak)T, can be calculated as:

K K
1 II ~(x -I' )'logN(x, I', E) = -2[log((2rr)K aJ) + ~ ) a') I

)'",,1 ]=1 ]

(2.1)

For a given threshold R the region of the Gaussian ",ith higher probabilities than
R. N(Jl, Ji. a), i.e. N(x, p" a) > R. N(I-l, Il, a), is a hyperellipsoid with axis parallel
to the coordinate axis. A box with boundary h.yperplanes parallel to the coordinate
axb can be calculated, so that it completely indudes the hyperellipsoid. Fritsch and
Rogina call it the Gaussian box associated "ith R (see figure 2.1).

.,
G."",i1n

+

.,
Figure 2.1: Dox around a Gaussian. that indudes the part above a certain threshold

The interval raj, bjJ of a Gaus..<;ianbox to coordinate j for 0::; R::; 1 is given by:

(2.2)
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To find the most significant Gaus..,ianboxes for a feature vector, a K-dimellsional
spacc partitioning tree is used. The standard BBI algorithm [FR96], as described by
Fritsch and Rogina, creates one tree for every sillg:!e codebook. At every nonterminal
node of the tree the region belonging to this node is divided into two half-spaces
b.y a hyperplane orthogonal to one of the ("oardinale axis. To find locally optimized
hyperplanes, three steps are proces..."ed:

1. Identify the Gaussian boxes intersecting with the current hyperrectangular
region corresponding to the node.

2. For all coordinate axis Xj sort the L(ower) and U(pper) boundaries of the
selected Gaussian boxes. Hypothesize a division hyperplane, so that it ha<;an
equal number of L boundaries on the left side and R boundaries on the right
side. This is to create a balanced tree, that has a similar number of Gaussian
boxes in each leaf node. Calculate the number Cj of selected Gaussian boxe:;
that are split by the hyperplane.

3. Select the hyperplane with the minimum number of splits Cj as the current
nodes division hyperplane. If there are two or more hyperplanes with the same
number of splits, an additional rule has to be used, e. g. select the hyperplane
belonging to the coordinate with the lowest index.

During speech recognition the binary trees can be used to find the leafs with the
most significant Gaussian boxes concerning a given feature vector. This is done b.y
traversing the tree top down. In every node the decision has to be made on which
side of the hyperplane the feature vector is located by evaluating the coordinate
orthogonal to the hyperplane. Knowing the side of the hyperplane on which the
feature vector is located the appropriate child node can be selected. When a leaf
node is reached, only the Gam,sians belonging to the Gaus.••ian boxes in this leaf
node are evaluated to get an approximation of the log probability of the Gaussian
mixture.
Using separate trees for every codebook needs more calculation time than one

single tree for all codebooks, because every tree has to be evaluated separately.
Therefore Fritsch and \Voszczyna have proposed the big-BBI algorithm [\VF97],
which calculates a single binary tree for all codebooks. Using one tree for all code-
books the leaf belonging to a feature vector does not need to contain Gaussian boxes
of the codebook, that has to be evaluated. For this kind of oodehook and leaf pai~
back-off vectors have to be calculated, i. e. for every oodebook with no Gaussian
box in a leaf the Gaussian box that is nearest to the leaf has to be found and added
to the leafs list of Gaussian boxes .
Using a threshold of R for the Gaussian boxes, the maximum error that can be

achieved during evaluation of a single Gaussian is R. N(j1.j1,a). Evaluating the
Gaussian mixture p(xlw) with diagonal covariance matrices for dass w as
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.v
p(xlw) = LCwiN(x,J,..,."awd

i=l

(2.3)

with the vector of mixture coefficients (Cwl"", cw••.•,) for class w satisfying the
contraints Cwj :2: 0 and L:j:l Cwj = 1, by restricting the evaluation to the Gaus.c;ians
with Gaussian boxes that contain the feature vector, the overall error is smaller
than R. L:::'::.1CwiI\'(P..,.;, I-twi, ll..,.,). Fritsch and Rogina have also investigated abso-
lute thresholds, but have examined that they get better results with relative thresh-
olds. The two parameters that have to be tuned, when using the DBI as Gaussian
selection, are the depth of the tree and the value of the relative threshold.

2.3 Vector Quantization (Clustering)
To select the Gaussians with a significant contribution to the probability of a Gau.,;-
sian mixture vector quantization can be used. Therefore the feature space has
to be partitioned in cells before the decoding, whereas a centroid is calculat.ed
for each cell. During evaluation only the Gaussians of one or a few cells wit.h
centroids closest to the feature vector are evaluated. This method was first pub-
lished by Boccherie IBoc93], but a lot of systems use slightly different methods
[GKY99, SPZ05, HS97, SHH+99, WSTI95. A~lOll. Some of them are described
later.
[n almost every syst.em for the calculation of the cells a k-means like algorithm

described in appendix. A.3 is used. In mallY systems a weighted Euclidean distance

1 K 2
d(J..L..:pll, •..J = K LWj(J.lwd - J..Lo..!;Ij)

j=1

(2.4)

is used as distance metric for the k-means algorithm [£3oc93,GKY99, HS97, SHH+99].
Other distance measures can be used as well, e. g. Euclidean distance or a simplified.
form of the symmetric Kullback-Leibler divergence [SPZ05], which has the following
form:

(2.5)

The Gaussians that are located on the border of one of the disjoint cells, could also
have significant contributions to cells which they are not assigned to. Therefore
after the clustering most system use additional rules to define, which Gaussians
belong to what centroid. 110stly a Gaussian can be as...;;igned to more than one
cell. One simple ca..-.;eis to define a thresholrl e > > 1 and assign every Gaussian to
every centroid, which it is closer to than the threshold concerning a distance metric,
e. g. t L:f=l (C;J~:f'"'J)2 ~ 8. But also more complex rules are used to define the

"'
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final clusters [Boc93, GKY99, HS97j. It can happen that no Gaussian of a certain
Gaussian mixture is assigned to a centroid. This results in the problem, that it is not
possible to approximate the probability of this Gaussian mixture based on that cell.
If only cells are selected for the evaluation, that do not contain any Gaussian of the
Gau:s.-;ian mixture, the probability can not be approximated. This can be solved by
defining that every cell has to have at least one Gaussian of each Gaussian mixture
or by state flooring, which means that the value for cells without a Gaussian of a
certain Gaussian mixture is given by a fixed estimated value.
During ret:ognition the one or more cells that are closest to the observation vector

have to be determined. This c,an be done for example by calculating the distance
between all centroids and the observation vector. Then the Gaus.sians of the closest
cells are evaluated to get an approximated probability for the Gaussian mixture.

2.4 Projection Search
The projection search [XN96] is based on a dynamic partitioning of the feature
space. The Gaussians, that are located in a rectangular subspace of size 2( around
the observation vector, are determined during decoding without any precalculation.
Only this Gaussian are evaluated to get an approximated probability of the Gaussian
mixture.
To find the Gaussians which are located in the rectangular subspace the feature

space is bounded by two parallel hyperplanes orthogonal to the first coordinate
axis. This hyperplanes are located ••vith a distance of ( to the feature vector on both
sides. The Gaussians bet\l,wn this two hyperplanes are stored in a candidates Jist
for further use. Then the constructed subspace is bounded by two more hyperplanes
which also have a distance of ( to the feature vector and which are orthogonal to
the first ones and a coordinate axis. Only the Gaus..<;iansthat are between this
two hyperplanes are kept in the candidates list. The bounding of the subspace
is progressed until a given number of coordinate axis is bounded by hyperplanes.
The candidates list then contains all Gaussians that have to be evaluated to get
au approximated value of the Gaussian mixture. The two parameters that specify
the subspace and therefore the list of Gaussians, that have to be evaluated, are
the distance between the hyperplanes and the feature vector and the number of
coordinate axis that are bounded. If no Gaussian of a certain Gaussian mixture is
located in the rectangular subspace state-flooring, i. e. a constant value, or a back-off
Gaussian has to be used.

2.5 Hamming-Distance-Approximation
Another approach of Gaussian selection is the Hamming-distance-approximation
[BU95J. It selects the most significant Gaussiami by approximating the distance of
the Ip-norm betwcen the feature vector and each Gaussian. The approximation of
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the distances needs a lot less computation time than the evaluation of the Gaussialls.
For the approximation of the Gaussian mixture the n Gaussians with the smallest
distances to the feature vector are used.. Using the it-nonn. the distance d(x,y)
betwt-"ell the feature vector x and the mean vector y of a Gaussian can be calculated
as:

Xd X Yd > 0 }]
else

K

d(x,y) ~ L lx, - y,1
k=l
KL [lx,I-IY,1 _ { ~min(lxdl, IYdl)
k=!

= Ilxlll + Ilylll - 2 x L min(lxdI.IYdl).

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

The Hamming-distance-approximation tries to calculate this distances efficiently
by substituting the term 2 x LXdXYd>O min(lxdl. !Yd!) with the value of the average

vector component, i.e. min(lxdl, IYdl) is substituted by min ("111, ~).

Therefore the Hamming-distance dJlDA(X, y) is:

(2.9)

The advantage of this approximation lies in the simple calculatioIl of the term
" >0 1. Although the calculation of the approximation is fast. OrtmRuIls [Ort98J~~x~ .
ha.<;experienced that the overall speed up of the speech recognizer is less than
with projection search for the same \\'ER. Therefore the Gaussian selection with
lIamming-distance-approximation is not further investigated in this thesis.



Chapter 3

Experiments

In this chapter I first describe the measurements, which I used to investigate the
different Gaussian ~lection methods. Then I give an introduction to the speech
recognizer, that I used as a baseline system for my experiments. Afterwards I
describe my investigation of the Gaussian seledton methods bucket box intersection,
projection search and clustering and explain the results of the according experiments.
Finally I compare the results of the different Gaussian selection methods.

3.1 Measurements
For the evaluation of the various methods of Gaussian selection different measure-
ment categories are used. The most important one is the word error rate (\VER).
The word error rate is a measurement for the quality of the speech recognizers out-
put. It measures the number of •••..Tong words in the output in relationship to the
number of words of the optimal output. The error types wrong words can belong to
are Insertion, Deletion and Substitution, which mean that a whole word has been
inserted, deleted or substituted by another word. The word error rate is calculated
using the scIite program, which is part of NIST's Speech Recognition Scoring Toolkit
[nisj. Since no significance test were performed, it is assumed, that a system is as
good as another system if the difference in the word error rate is 0.4% or smaller.
To melliiure the time behavior of a speech recognizer the average percentage of

Gaussian.<;per Frame, that are selected by the GailiiSianselection methods, is mea-
sured. This is the average percentage of Gaussians per Frame, that have to be
e,,'8luated by the scoring function to get a probability for the Gaussian mixture.
The scoring function used with the speech recognizer in this work only returns the
prohability of the Gaussian with the smallest mahalanobis &;tance to the feature
vector for each Gaussian mixture. If the partly calculated distance of a Gaussian
already exceeds the minimum distance, the calculation of this Gaussian is aborted
and the probability is not calculated completely. The evaluated number of Gaus-
sians per frame is also a measure for the Quality of the selected GalL'.;.sians,as it
shows how many Gaussians are needed to get a certain performance.

II
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Since the overhead for finding the near~t Gaussians is not taken into account,
when just measuring the number of evaluated Gaussians per frame the real-time
factor for the run of the speech recognizer is mea."iuredtoo. For this purpose the
time that is needed by the speech [('Cognizer for the recognition is measured ••vithaut
the start-up of the speech Terognizer. To get the real-time factor this time is divided
by the duration of the segmented audio data.
For the c\'a1uationof the memory usage of the speech recognizer in the main

memory and on the hard disk the size of the according data structures are measured.

3.2 Baseline System

For the discussion of the experiments it is assumed, that the reader is familiar with
l;pE't'<.:h recognition and therefore only the parts, that are relevant for this work are
explainoo in more detail. The speech recognizer that was used.for the experiments is
ba.o:;;edon the JA:--JUSRecognition Toolkit (JRTk) ["TK+96] developed at the Gni-
versity of Karlsruhe (TH) and the Carnegie .MellonUniversity in Pittsburgh. The
toolkit is an object-oriented platform for building state-of-the-art mutimodal ree.
ognizers. The components of a recognizer, which are objects, can be administrated
lL'~inga Tcl/Tk script ba.<;edenvironment.
The ba.<;elinesystem (see figure 3.1) used in the experiments is a fully continuous

speech recognizer for modern standard Arabic speech in the broadcast news domain.
It is babed on H~H\ls and consists of 3112 states that repre;ent 41 basic phonemes.
Each phone consists of three states. The probabilities of the states are modeled by
Gaussian mixtures. For the training of the Gaussian mixtures 85 hours of audio data
were used. The first step in the preprocessing of the audio data is the segmentation
of the audio data in spt.."eChand non-speech parts. Afterwards a automatic speaker
clustering is performed, which tries to cluster data of each speaker in a certain
environment ba.<>edonly on the audio data. The audio data is then transformed in 13
Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) [HH01]for each time-frame with a frame
shift of lOms. The means and variances of each cluster are normalized afterwards.
Using the 11FCCs of the 7 frames before and after the current timc..frame 195-
dimensional feature vectors are created. Features that have little or no discriminative
power should be removed, since they only increase the computational load and
number of model parameters to be estimated without improving performance. To
reduce the dimensionality of the feature space to a small number of dimensions while
kf'eping the most important informations for a good separability Linear Discriminate
Analysis (LDA) {Fuk90]is performed. The dimensions of the feature space are sorted
according to their separability after the LDA. Therefore only the first 42 dimensions
of the transformed feature space are used in the speech recognizer. To model the
covariances of the Gaussians ill the H1U••.14states diagonal covariance matrices are
usro. Therefore it is necessary to decorrelate the dimensions of the feature space to
satisfy this constraint. The decorreiatioll of the dimensions during the LDA works
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best, if the training vectors are normal distributed and all Gaussians in a class
have the same covariance. Since this is not the ca.-.efor speech a single semi-tied
covariance matrix [GaIgg) is calculated to further decorrelate the elements of the
feature vectors, but this also decreases the ordering of the dimensions according to
their discriminative power. \Vith this feature vectors the Gaussian mixtures were
trained using a merge and split algorithm. Using the merge and split training about
160 000 Gaussians were obtained.

,,,,,,h
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__ "_'C_C __ I
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SI doc:oding .-----

Figure 3.1: Basic structure of the baseline system

For the decoding, which is described in [511F\\'01], two passes are used. The
first pass is speaker independent and lL<;eSthe descrihed Gaussian mixture;. The
seeond pass is speaker adaptive and therefore the Gaussian mixtures where further
trained using feature-space maximum likelihood linear regr~ion (Fl,.ILLR) [Ga197J
for each cluster. During the speech recognition FMLLR and ~ILLR [Cal9?, L\V95}
are used for speaker adaptation in the second pass based on the hypothesis of the
first pass (see figure 3.1). The language modeillsed for both pas~es has a perplexity
of about 372. It uses about 19million trigrams, 12million bigrams and 115 thousand
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llnigrams. The dictionary contains 115 000 words.

During the decoding, a list of acoustic models, that belong to the active states for
a certain time frame, is passed to the scoring function (see figure 3.2). The :scoring
function then evaluates all Gaussians for each Gau:;:;ian mixtures, but returns only
the value of the most important Gaussian, given an observation vector, for each
Gat.LS:;ianmixture. To speed up the search for the most important Gaussian the
Gaussian selection is used. Therefore this work will focus only OIl this part of the
speech recognizer.

Decoder e::O--
--if e--"'0--

('J------~::::e--

Acoustic models I
~DDDDD

I
1 List of scores

00000~

1
Observation --. Scoring Functionvector

Figure 3.2: Interface between decoder and scoring function

For the experiments a test data set of about 1 hour and 15 minutes was used.
The experiments that included time measurement were processed 011 Intel Pentium
4 computers with 3.2 GHz and 2 GByte of main memory. On this machines the
baseline system needed -1.4times real-time for the first pass. Due to the adaptation
ill the second pass. a faster setup, e. g. tighter beams, can be used for the second
pa<.;s.Therefore the second pass ouly needs 2.5 times real-time. In the first pass
58% of the Gaussians were evaluated per frame whereas in the second pass it were
only -13%.The word error rate (\VER) of the first pass is 35.7% and 29.4% for the
sL'Cond.
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3.3 Speaker Independent Decoding

15

In this section I describe the experiments with the three invBstigated Gau&,>ianse-
lection methods, which I performed with the first pass of the decoder, and show the
results.

3.3.1 Projection Search

For the investigation of the Gaussian selection using projection search (see section
2.4), the first pass of the decoder was executed with hyperplane distances of 1.5,
2.0, 2.5, 3.0 and 3.5 bounding 3, 6, 9 and 12 coordinate axes. It should be sufficient
to bound only a few coordinate axes, because LDA was used on the feature space
beforehand and sorted the dimensions according to their discriminative power, even
though the STC may undo some of the sorting. The bounding is proces.<:;edindepen-
dently for every Gaussian mixture, when the state has to be evaluated. The data
structure used for the selection of the Gaussians is simply a plain list that contains
the indices of the Gaussians selected in the current Gaussian mixture. Since this
data structure is produced while running the decoder, no disk space and only a few
KB of main memory are needed. If no Gaussians are left after the bounding of a
coordinate axes, a back-off vector is used to approximate the value of the Gaussian
mixture. The Gaussian used as a back-off is specified by selecting the Gaussian that
is nearest to the feature vector according to the i1 norm in the currently selecting
dimension out of the list of Gaussians that \\'a.o;selected by bounding the previous
dimension.
As can be seen in figure 3.3(a) the performance of the systems get worse for

smaller thresholds and larger numbers of bounded coordinate axis. That is rea-
sonable, since with a smaller threshold and a larger number of bounded coordinate
axes, less Gaussians are used to calculate the score. On one hand the performance
decrea."es quiet fast, if the threshold gets beneath a certain threshold or above a
given number of bounded axis. On the other hand the performance of the decoder
is almost independent of the dimensions that are bounded, when the threshold is
large enough. For a threshold of 2.5 or greater the systems in the experiments with
projection search reach the performance of the ba.<;elinesystem nearly independent
of the number of bounded coordinate axes (see figure 3.3(a)). Figure 3.3(b) It sho\\'5
that if this boundary threshold is used (here: 2.5) the speed can be improved.
Figure 3.3(e) shO\vs, that the bounding of more dimensions results in Gaussians

with a better quality. Therefore less Gaussians have to be used to achieve the
same word error rate, what results in less computation time for the evaluation
of this Gaussians. This is probably due to the LDA, since many GauF.sians are
sorted out in the lower dimensions due to the sorting of the dimension according
to their discriminative power. Therefore using larger threshold results in a better
approximation of the nearest Gaussian.'l. The spe€d up can be improved further by
using a smaller threshold with a small number of bounded coordinate axis. \Vith
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Figure 3.3: Results of first pass with projection search

this result the stat.ement of Ortmanns [Ort98, OF!\97], that it is sufficient to bound
only a few coordinate axes, can be verified. But it has to be kept in mind that this is
probably the case, because LDA Wfl.<:; performed beforehand. It is important, that the
used threshold hi selected that way, that the performance is close to the performance
of the baseline system, since otherwise the system quickly becomC'Sslower as the
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baseline system. This is due to the additional computation time needed for bounding
of the coordinate axis .. For big thresholds the real-time factor is even worse if more
coordinate axis are bounded, what also is caused by the overhead for bounding the
coordinate axis since the number of Gaussians increases linearly (see figure 3.3(c)).
The effect of the overhead can also be seen in the dependency bet\\'€€ll the real-time
factor and the percentage of evaluated Gaussians per Frame. The real-time factor
and the percentage of evaluated Gaussians are not proportional (see figure 3.3(d)).
This is caused. by the fact, that the overhead becomes less with a smaller threshold,
since less Gaussians are within the bounds of the bounded dimensions. Therefore
lcs.<;Gaussians have to be considered in the higher dimensions and less dimensions
have to be bounded before a back-off vector is used, what results in les.•••overhead
but also worse performance.
Figure 3.3(f) sho\";5,that the best trade-off between the real-time factor and the

word error rate can be achieved 'Nith a small number of bounded coordinate axes.
The maximum speed up for the decoder with projection search without significant
10..<;"<0; of accuracy is 16% while 19% of the Gaussians were evaluated by the scoring
function.

3.3.2 BBI

To evaluate the performance, time and memory behavior of the big-BBI algorithm,
as described in section 2.2, in the speaker independent first pas.'>of the decoder BBI
trees with the depths 6,8,10 and 12 and relative thresholds 0.2,0.3, ... ,0.7 were
created over all codebooks of the speech recognizer. This BBI trees were used to
select the most significant Gaussians.
Using a DB! tree for the Gaussian selection in the first pass of the speech reeogni-

tion only 3 - 20% of the Gaussians are used by the scoring function. Figure 3.4(a)
shows that with a increasing threshold and a increasing depth of the BBI tree the
percentage of Gaussian.', per frame decreases. That is what was expected, because
in a deeper tree a single leaf contains less Gaussians and only the Gaussians of one
leaf are used by the scoring function. If the threshold is larger a smaller part of
the Gaussians is used to define in which leafs it is located, so with a increasing
threshold the number of leafs a Gaussian is located in decreases and therefore the
average number of Gaussian per leaf decreases, too.
Although the number of Gaussians in the first pass can be reduced to 3 - 20%,

figure 3.4(b) shows that the real time factor only decreases to 65 - 85% of the
oa.."ielinesystem. The conclusion is that the evaluation of the Gaussians is not the
only part of the speech recognizer that needs a lot of computation time, but as fig:urc
3.4(c) shows, the reduction of the real time factor for a certain depth of the 8B!
tree; is nearly proportional to the reduction of the evaluated Gauss,iallSper frame
for thresholds that are not extreme concerning the BBI algorithm. If it would be
possible to reduce the Gaussians per frame to very few, the real time factor would
still be about 2.8. \Vith a larger threshold or a greater depth of the DB! tree the
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real-time factor decrea'ies in almost the same manner as the number of Gaussians.
Unexpectedly the gradient of the real-time factor for decoders with BBI lrft'S of
depth 12 gets very low for thresholds of 0.4 and higher (sec figure 3.4(b)) .
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Figure 3.4: Results of first pass with BBI trees

Since for deeper 8Bl trees and larger thresholds more codcbooks exi~t that have
no Gaussians. which arc located in a certain leaf, the back-off strateg:y is used more
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Figure 3.5: 11emory for BBl

often. The results for EBI trees with depth 12 suggest that the Gaussians chosen
by the back-off strategy do not result in a good probability and therefore the speech
recognizer has to track more paths, what results in a slower decoding. In contra.-;tto
that it seems that ill general the deeper trees have a better trade-off between word
error rale and speed up.
During the examination of the percentage of Gaussians per frame, it was suspected

that the word error rate of the first pass is worse for BBI trees with larger thresholds,
i. e. smaller boxes. As can be seen in figure 3.4(d) this is abwlutely the Ca&. It can
abo be seen that the word error rate increases with the depth of the BBI trees. In
addition to that the gap of the ,,"'Orderror rate between the BBI trees of different
depths becomes bigger for larger thresholds. \Vhereas the maximum degradation
of the word error rate is only about 0.5% for a threshold of 0.2 the degradation
increases to 7% for a threshold of 0.7. Figure 3.4(e) shows, that the speed up
of the system can be higher with the same word error rate for deeper BBI trees.
Therefore a larger depth of the BBI tree should be preferred to a larger threshold,
when making the decoder faster. Since with the depth of the BBI trees the amount
of main memory and disk space that is needed to store the BBI trees in addition
to the main memory and disk space of the baseline system increases very fa'lt (see
figures 3.5(a) and 3.5(b)), deep BBI tree; can only he IL<;&l, if enough main memory
and disk space is available. The needed amount of memory does also increase with
the value of the threshold, but not as significant as with the depth. A system with a
BBI tree of depth 12 needs up to 300 1.IB of additional main memory and between
15 and 40 ~mof additional disk space, whereas a system with a BBI tree of depth
6 only needs about 5 MB of additional main memory and about 1 MB additional
disk space. If the system is restricted on the amount of memory, only flat BBI trees
can be used and therefore the speed up for the same word error rate is smaller. The
maximum speed up without a significant loss of accuracy is 18%for a ED! tree with
depth 10 and a threshold of 0.2.
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3.3.3 Clustering (Vector Quantization)

Initial Parameters

When using the clustering implementation of this the;is for Gaussian selection dur-
ing a decoder run of a speech recognizer, four different parameters have to be opti.
mized. This parameters are the number of clusters. the distance measure used during
the clustering, the number of evaluated clusters during decoding and the back-off
strategy. Since divergence measures the similarity of two Gaus..<;ians,it seem." to be
the most promising dbtance measure. Therefore divergence was used as distance
measure during clustering in the first experiments. It can be calculated as

(3.1)

Besides the distance measure a initial set of cluster centroids is Il~ded for the
k-means like algorithm (see attachment A.3). To find the best initialization for the
cluster centroids a ",iew experiments have been made. The best clustering result::;
have been achieved. when lL<;ingrandom Gaus..<;iansout of the Gaussian mixtures as
initial centroids.

Back-off Strategy

Every time the dusters, that have to be evaluated during decoding. do not contain
any Gan&<;ianof a Gaussian mixture, that has to be evaluated. a back-off strategy
ha.<;to be used, to specify a value for this Gaussian mixture. Csing the initial setting
described above, we tried to find the best back-off strategy. Three different ba.ck-
off strategies have been investigated. One simple possibility is to use a fixed value
as back-off, what is easy to realize. A sPeond approach is to use the value of the
N + 1 cluster centroid at the coordinate:; of the feature vector. when evaluating
the top I\ clusters. The third approach, that was evaluated, is to use a single
Gaussian of the Gaussian mixture to calculate a back-off ",alue. Therefore a special
Gaussian of the Gaussian mixture is used, which is nearest to the cluster centroid.
This assignment of the nearest Gaussians to the cluster centroids can be calculated
during the preproces.<;ing.
For the evaluation of the back-off strategies 1024 clusters were used since 1024

leafs performed best with the BBl. As a constant back-off 70 was used. which was
found empirically. To see the influence of the back-off strategies on the performance
of the fir~t.pa.';Sof the decoder, the decoding was proces.<;edusing the best 16, 32,
64. 128 and 256 clusters. Figure 3.6(a) shows, that the c1lOiceof a good back-
off strategy is really important, since the decoder gets worse, whell evaluating less
dusters and therefore using the back-off strategy more often. For 64 evaluated
clusters the average back-off value of. when using the N + 1 centroid as hack-off,
is the same as the constant back-off. Therefore it can be seen, that using a fi..xed
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value is worse than using a variable value. In addition to that the average value of
the variable back-offs changes with the number of evaluated Gaussians per frame
(see figure 3.6(h)), which is dependent on the percentage of clusters, that have to
be evaluated during the decoding. Therefore for each ratio another back-off value
would have to be used. Using the value of the N + 1 cluster as a back-off value is
much better than a constant value, but it is still much worse than using the value of
the Gaussian nearest to the cluster centroid as a back-off. With this strategy it is
possible to evaluate only 2.6% of the clusters without any degradation of the word
error rate .
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Figure 3.6: Back.off strategy for clustering

Clwstering with Divergence as Distance !\'letric

Using the nearest Gaussian as the optimal back-off strategy, it is still neces..'illryto
know the appropriate number of clusters and the optimal number of clusters, that
should be evaluated during decoding. For this reason another test was made using
the nf'arest Gaussian as back-off. This time the nearest 8, 16,32. 64 or 128 clusters
out of 512, 1024 or 2048 clusters were evaluated during decoding.
To store the clusters the clwiter set data structure, described in attachment B.2,

is u..">Cd. The amount of memory, that is needed for it can be seen in table 3.1. The
amount of main memory and disk space incre~ with a larger number of clusters,
but it is almost independent of the used distance measure and the acoustic models.
Compared to the memory needed for the overall system, especially the language
model, the amount of memory needed for the clusters is relatively small and should
not be a restriction on the use..ability of clustering fl."; Gaussian., selection.
Figure 3.7(a) shows, that all decoders get worse if the number of clusters. evaluated

during the decoding, gets smaller. Surprisingly the performance is mostly dependent
on the number of evaluated clusters bnt not on the total number of clusters. \\'hen
e\'a1uating the same number of clusters for different total numbers of clusters, the
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I .\'urnber of Clusters I Main memory I Disk space I
512 2MB 10MB
1024 51-IE 20MB
2048 91lB 40~1IJ

Table 3.1: ~.Iain memory and disk space needed for the cluster set data structures

per('entagc of evaluated Gaussians decrea.<;es. Therefore it seems reasonable that
the decoder gets worse for a larger number of clusters, when evaluating the same
number of clusters, but this might be compensated by the better granularity and the
good back-off strategy. With a better granularity the Gaussians that arc selected
according to the nearest clusters give a better value (see figure 3.7(b)).
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Figure 3.7: Results of first pass with divergence clustering

Although it is sufficient, to use less Gallssian.~when using more clusters, the
system docs lIot get faster, when using too much cluster. This is due to the fact,
that for searching the nean..--stN clusters, all cluster Gaussians, which represent the
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cluster centroids have to be evaluated for each frame. This overhead siov.'S down
the system, when the number of clusters gets close to the number of Gaussians
evaluated per frame. Therefore for the used system it is best to evaluate 32 out of
1024 clusters (see figure 3.7(c)). It can be seen, that with a certain minimum number
of ew\luated GalL',sians, the system gets quickly worse but the real time factor does
not decrease any more. This is due to the fact, that a system which evaluates only
few clusters cvaluateti few Gaussians and often uses the back-off strategy. Since this
values are worse for finding the best path, more paths have to be follo\\'ed. during
the decoding. Therefore the system does not get faster although it evaluates less
Gaussians. In figure 3.7(d) can be seen, that the number of evaluated Gaussians is
nearly proportional to the real-time factor for a certain number of clusters as long
as the number of Gaussians does not decreas below a certain level. This might be
due to the fact, that the approximated probabilities for the Gaussian mixtures get
to worse and therefore more paths have to be followed, what rl*iults in a higher
computation time. If the number of €\'aluated Gaussians could be reduced to very
few, a system with 1024 clusters would still need about 2.5 times real-time, whereas
the best system without a significant loss of accuracy evaluates 2.6% of the Gaussians
and gains a speed up of about 25%. This system evaluates 32 out of 1024 clusters.

Clustering with Euclidean Distance as Distance Metric

Clustering with divergence as distance metric showed, that a lot of overhead is
produced, when using more clusters although the quality of the selected Gaussians
increases. Therefore it might be better, to use Eudidean distance as distance me.a-
sure during the search for the nearest ),V c1miters. This would lead to less overhead,
since the calculation of the Euclidean distance is fa..<;terthan calculat.ing the diver-
gence. When using Euclidean distance for the search of the nearest N clusters. it
~eems reasonable to use Euclidean distance for the clustering too. Due to the silu-
pier distance measure during the clustering the quality of the selected Gaussians
might get worse. Therefore it has to be experienced if the reduction of overhead is
larger than the additional computation time needed due to the worse quality of the
Gaussians. To investigate this relationship tests with 1024 and 2048 clusters \vere
performed using Euclidean distance. During the decoding 8, 16, 32 and 64 clusters
were evaluated, while the nearest Gami..<:;ianwas used as back-off.
In contrast to clustering with divergence the WER does not ouly depend on the

number of evaluated clusters when using Euclidean distance. The \VER depends on
the ratio between evaluated clusters and the number of the overall clusters. For the
same ratio the same performance of the system can be achieved (see figurf' 3.8(a)).
When using more clusters the quality of the clusters does not increase and therefore
more clusters have to be evaluated to get the same performance. This might be due
to the bad quality of the clusters caused by the simpler distance measure. Wben
evaluating the same ratio of clusters the number of evaluated Gaussians is the same
and they results in the same performance (see figure 3.8(b)). That means, that the
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quality of the resulting Gaussians is about the same and the time needed for the
evaluation of the Gaussians is also about the same. Figure 3.8(c) shows that the
result of this is, that the system. which has a smaller number of clusters, is faster
without los.<;in word error rate, since less computation time is needed to find the
nearest clusters. When using a system with more dusters, the evaluated back-offs
are closer to the observation vector than for a system with less clusters. This results
in a larger speed up for the system before it slows down again due to the worse path
search. When evaluating 32 out of 1024clusters a speed up of 32% can be achieved
with 2.6% evaluated Gaussians.
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Figure 3.8: Results of first pa.<.,'! with Euclidean distance clustering

3.4 Speaker Adaptive Decoding
In this section I first investigate the influence of the speaker independent hypothesis
on the second pa.<.;.<.;.~.Then I describe the experiments with the three investigaterl
Gaussian selection methods, which I performed with the second pass of the decoder,
and sho\\' the results.
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3.4.1 Influences of the Speaker Independent Hypothesis on
the Second Pass

The hypothesis of the first pass, which are used for the speaker adaptation in the
second pass, might have an influence on the performance of the seeond pass. To
experience the influences, the second pa..'lS was processed without Gaussian selection
but using the hypothesis of the first pass with BBI for the speaker adaptation.
The Gaussians per frame used during the second pass are nearly the same for

the baseline system and all systems with BBI hypothesis. For a smaller number of
Gaussians in the first pass as a result of a larger threshold, the number of Gaussian:-;
in the second pass becomes only slightly larger (see figure 3.9(a)). This suggests
that the speaker adaptive decoder has to compensate the worse results of the first
pass by evaluating more paths.
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Figure 3.9: Results of second pass of ba'ieline with hypothesis of first pass with nm

The real-time factors for the second pass are nearly the same for all tests (sec
fi~re 3.9(b)). Probably the lines of the tests with different depth are not in the
right order because of different computers on which the tests were processes. The
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decoder runs of the nBI tests in total are slightly faster than the baseline system,
although they do not use BBI trees in this second run.
Although the degradation of the word error rate in the first pass is significant

the word error rate after both pa.sses decreases only 0.7 at most (see figure 3.9(c)).
But that means that the hypothesis that are produced by the speaker independent
decoder and 11."ied for the speaker adaptation in the second pass influence the behavior
of the sp(',aker independent pa.<;.<;.Therefore the behavior of the different Gaussian
S<'iection methods on the speaker adaptive pa.'>S could be better compared, if the
same hypothesis are used for all speaker adaptations in the tests of the second pass.
For tests with thresholds of 0.2 and 0.3 there is nearly no degradation, but the
maximal speed up is already 8%. The average degradation of the word error rate for
thresholds of 0.4 and higher is only 0.5. Therefore the system still can be made a
bit faster by using higher thresholds with only little loss in accuracy. The results for
tests with a threshold of 0.4 are not only influenced by the Gall5.<;ianselection. They
are worse than expected because of a problem during speaker adaptation. For this
systems some of the Viterbi paths during speaker adaptation could not be traced
properly because of slightly to tight beams and therefore the speaker adaptation is
a little bit worse, what results in a worse word error rate. The different speaker
adaptations and there influence on the :second pass can also be avoided by using the
same hypothesis for all decoder runs of the speaker adapth.e pa.-;s.Therefore for the
following test of the speaker adaptive pass the speaker independent hypothesis of
the baseline systems first pass •••.rill be used.

3.4.2 Projection Search

For the evaluation of the projection search in the speaker adaptive pass the same
implementation and parameters were used as in the first pass (h,yperplane distances
1.5,2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5 bounding 3, 6, 9 and 12 coordinate axes). Since the proje<'tion
se-areh is working on the feature space without any precalculations, it can simply
be applied on the adapted feature space without adaptation. Therefore proje<'tion
search is easy to usc for the second pass. For the adaptation of the feature space the
hypothesis of the baseline systems first pass were used to be able to compare the
results with other methods in the second pass. To speed up the speaker adaptation
projection searC'llwas also used during the alignment for the speaker adaptation.
The systems with projection search have the same characteristics in the second

pass as in the first. Again with smaller hyperplane distances and more bounded
dimensions the performance of the system gets worse (see figure 3.1O(a)). Like in
the first pa.<;s,there is a minimum threshold of about 2.5 and a maximum number
of hounded coordinate axes auto which the performance stays constant. Above this
thresholds the performance dcerea.'ieSvery quickly. Using the minimum threshold of
2.5110 speed up of the system can be achieved (see figure 3.1O(b)).
The system might have a slightly better performance, if no projection search would

have b('('11 used during the speaker adaptation and therefore a speed up could be
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Figure 3.10: Results of second pAS.') with projection search

achieved. This has to be investigated in more detail in future experiments. Since
the projection search is based on the fact, that the dimensions of the feature space
are wrted according to their importance, the slower systems could aL<;obe a remit
of the disturbed sorting of the dimensions after speaker adaptation. This could
cause, that the overhead of the projection search is higher. since more dimensions
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have to be bounded before the number of the mo..<;lsignificant Gaussians reduces
significantly. The disturbed sorting of the dimensions also explains the high over-
head for all parameters and therefore the proportionality between the percentage of
evaluated Gaussians and the real-time factor (see figure 3.10(c)), which is unlike the
first p~. For the quality of the Gaussians, it does not matter how many dimension
are bounded. (see figure 3.1O(d)). This is probably due to the disturbed sorting
of the dimensions caused by the speaker adaptation (Fj\ILLR. :MLLR, SAT-trained
lIlodels). Since less Gaussians are outside the bouding hyperplanes in the lower di-
mensions, the overhead for bounding does not reduce, when using a small threshold.
\\11en using a smaller threshold and a appropriate small number of bounded coor-
dinate axes, the speed of the system cau be improved. Figure 3.1O(e) shows, that
the maximum speed up with a little but not significant loss of performance is 16%
while 14% of the Gaussians were evaluated.

3.4.3 BBl

Since the acoustic models of the second pas..<;are modified during the speaker adapta-
tion, BBI trees with this acoustic models should only be used during the alignment
for the speaker adaptation. Since during the speaker adaptation the scoring func-
tion is called for every GalliSian mixture :ieparately instead of for a set of Gaussian
mixtures as during the decoding, the overhead of evaluating the BBl trees would
slow down the system. Therefore it makes no sense to use the BBI tree; during
the speaker adaptation. To use the BBI trees for the decoding of the second pass,
speaker-adapted BBI trees should be USL>d.The first method to achieve speaker
adapted Bm trees would be, to adapt precalculated BBI trees to every speaker
after the speaker adaptation. Since no algorithm is known, that performs this adap-
tation, it is not possible. The second method would be to build new BBI trees after
each speaker adaptation during the decoding. The second speaker adaptive pass
distinguishes between 36 speakers, for which an adaptation is performed. Building
a small Bm tree \dth depth 6 and a threshold of 0.7 already needs more than two
minutes. Therefore it would take over 80 minutes to build BEl trees for all speakers.
This is about 50llc of the overall decoding time of the baseline system. Therefore a
speed up of more than 50% for the calculation of the acoustic scores would be neces-
sary to get a speed up for the overall system. That does not seem to be possible and
therefore it would slow down the system instead of speeding it up. :\evertheless, it
should be possible to get a speed up when building BBI trees on the adapted models
if a large amount of audio data has to be processed for every speaker.
It is pos.<;ible to use BBI trees build 011 the acoustic models of the second pass,

but without adaptation. Therefore the second pass of the decoder was evaluated
using DEI trees without adaptation. Due to the missing adaptation the om trees
have to be somehow robust against the transformations processed during the speaker
adaptation. This is achieved by using flatter DBI trees with smaller thresholds, since
more Gaussians are in each leaf then and the transformations during the speaker
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adaptation have not such a big influence on the structure of the DB! trees. For tests
BBI trees with depths 10, 8 and 6 and thresholds 0.1, ... ,0.4 were used.
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Figure 3.11: Results of second pass with BBI

Figure 3.11 shows, that the performance of the baseline system can be achieved
with a BBI tree of depth 8 and a threshold of 0.1 or with a 13m tree of depth 6 and
a threshold of 0.2. This verifies the (k<;sumption that flatter BBI trees with smaller
thresholds have to be used in the second pass compared to the first pass. Using
even smaller thresholds would not further speed up the system. \Vhen using a DBI
tree with depth 8 and a threshold of 0.1 the decoder needs 5 ~IB of additional disk
space and 22 ME of additional main memory during decoding. whereas the decoder
only needs I 1IB additional disk space and 6 1..18 of additional main memory when
using the BBI tree with depth 6 and a threshold of 0.2. When using one of these
systems, about 13% of the Gaussians are evaluated, what is about the same amount
as in the first pass. The speed up of these systems is 20%.

3.4.4 Clustering

Clustering with Divergence as Distance 1\1etric

The clusters, whicll are precalculated on the acoustic models of the second pass,
could be used during the alignment for the speaker adaptation. Due to the im.
piementation of the speaker adaptation, the scoring function is processed for every
Gaussian mixture separately and therefore the nearest N clusters have to be found
for every Gaussian mixture. Since this results in an overhead instead of an speed
up, the clusters should not be used during the speaker adaptation.
\Vhen using clustering for Gaussian selection during the decoding of the second

pass, the clusters have to be updated for every speaker. This means, that the Cen-
troids, the assignment of the Gaussians to the clusters and the assignment of the
back-off vectors should be updated. Since the reassignment of the Gaussians and the
back-off vectors is slow, only the cluster centroids can be updated without additional
overhead. They are recalculated based on the a.<;,signmentof the GalL.'>Siansto the
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centroid:;, which was calculated on the unadapted acoustic models, and the Gaus-
sialls of the adapted acoustic models. To see, if this results in Ii better performance
for the system experiments with 1024 clusters build on the acoustic models of the
second pas,,>have been performed. They were used with and without adaptation for
every speaker. For the tests 32 clusters were evaluated. The word error rate without
adaptation is 29,7%, wherea."ladapting the centroids results in a ••vord error rate of
29.2%. This shows, that the word error rate can be improved, \\Then updating the
centroids, without a lot of additional computation time.
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Figure 3.12: Results of second pass with divergence clusering

[sing the centroid adaptation to adapt the clusten; to evcry speaker, experiments
were performed using 512, 1024 and 2048 clusters. During the experiments 4, 8, 16
and 32 clusters have been evaluated. Figure 3.12(a) suggests that the word error
rate of the system mainly depends on the number of evaluated clu.ster, but not on
the overall number of clusters in the cluster set. This could be caused by the fact.
that reducing the ruunbcr of Gaussians and increa5ing the quality of the Garu:;sialls
compensates each other, when using differcnt numbers of clusters. Looking at figure
3.12(b) it can be !;€€1l,that using more clusters results in Gaussians \\ith a better
quality and therefore less Gaus..<;ianscan be used to get the same performance, what
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results in less computation time for the evaluation of the Gaussians. Since it needs
more computation time to find the nearest clusters, when using more clusters the
speed up of getting better Gaussians does not result in a speed up for the overall
system (see figure 3.12(c)). At some point, the systems get a worse performance
without further speed up, what probably is due to the fact, that a worse system
needs to consider more paths and therefore gets slower, although evaluating les.<;
Gaussians. This can aL'io be seen in figure 3.12(d) . This might be due to the fact,
that more paths are considered during the decoding. The system with the best speed
up without loss in word error rate achieves a speed up of 36%. when evaluating 16
out of 1024 clusters.

Clustering with Euclidean Distance as Distance :Metric

The overhead for searching the nearest N clusters can be reduced, when using Eu-
clidean distance instead of Mahalanobis distance.
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Figure 3.13: Results of second pass with Euclidean distance clustering

To investigate the reduction of the overhead for searching the nearest clusters with
Euclidean distance and the resulting quality of the selected Gaussians, experiments
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with 1024 and 2048 clusters have been performed. For the clustering Euclidean
distance was used too. During the experiments 8, 16, 32 and 64 dusters have been
evaluated. For the adaptation of the clusters to the different speakers the centroids
are updated after each !Speakeradaptation.
During the experiments it could be seen, that the performance again only depends

on the number of evaluated clusters (see figure 3.13(a)). This is different to the first
pass, where the performance depends on the proportion of the evaluated clusters.
This might be due to the fact, that the update of the centroids results works better,
when using more clusters. Since the same number of clu.<;terscan be evaluated
to achieve the same word error rate for different numbers of owrall dusters, less
Gaussians have to be evaluated when using more clusters (see figure 3.13(b)}. This
means, that the Gaussians have a better quality, when using more clusters. Since
less Gaussians have to be evaluated, the computation time needed for the evaluation
of thb Gaussians is also le:;s. Figure 3.13(c} shows that this leads to a better spero
up of the system, when using more chL.<;ters,although the overhead for finding the
nearest clusters is higher then. The speed up that can be achieved is 40%, when
evaluating 32 ant of 2048 clusters with 5.9% evaluated Gaussians.

3.5 Comparison

When comparing the different Gaussians selection methods and trying to achieve a
high speed up without increase in word error rate two things are most important.
The first is the quality of the Gaussians, which are selected by the methods and the
second is the computation time, that is needed to find these GaussiaIlli. In figures
3.14(a) and 3.14(b) can be seen that in both passes using clusters for the Gaussian
selection results in the best Gaussians, since least Gaussians can be used without
loss in word error rate. In out setup it makes no difference, which distance measure
is used for the clustering. During the first pass the BBI results in better Gaussians
than the projection search, what was expected due to the more c'Omplexselection
of the Gaussians. As can be sccn RBI and projection search select Gaussians with
the same Quality in the second pass, what might be due to the missing speaker
adaptation of the BBI tree;. With all methods it is possible to usc at most one
third of the Gaussians that are used by the ba..;;elinesystem.
The speed up that can he achieved in evaluating less Gaussians ha.<;to be seen in

relation to the overhead that is produced to select these Gaussians. To select less
Gaussians, that give a good approximation for the value of the Gaussian mixtures
more time has to be spend on the search for these Gaussians. As can be seen in
figures 3.14(c) and 3.14(d) clustering is the slowest system, when evaluating the
same number of Gaussians, what means that clustering has the highest overhead for
finding the nearest Gaussians. The overhead depends on the distance measure as
can be SC(~nin the figures for both pa.<>..">eS,since for the same number of Gaussians
they have a quite large differerwe in the real-time factor. This difference gets smaller
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in the second pass. In the first pass, the system with the smallest overhead to find
the same number of Gaus..<;ia.u.", is the projection search, wherea<;;the system with
the second most overhead is the BBL Since better results can be achieved in the
second pa<;s,when using projection search with more bounded dimensions and using
shallower BDI trees, the projection search has a slightl.'l higher overhead as BBI.
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Figure 3.14: Best systems for both passes (left: first pa<;s, right: second pass)
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Since the Gaussians select.ed by the projection search or the BBI have the same
Quality in the second pa..oo,s, this results in a better speed up when using the om
instead of the projection searell (see figure 3.14(f)). Due to the fact, that the quality
of the Gaussians, selected by the clustering, is much higher, a lot If'SS Gaussians
can be used. to achieve the same word error rate. This means, that although the
overhead is higher for the Gaussian selection with clustering, the speed up that
can be achieved is higher for clustering than for BBI or projection search in the
second pass. Since clustering with the different distance measures results in a similar
quality of Gaussians and the overhead is a lot Iffi.<; when searching the nearest clusters
with Euclidean distance, the highest speed. up can be gained, when evaluating the
clusters with Euclidean distance. The same behavior between the different Gaussian
::;electionmethods can be seen in the first pa&i (see figure 3.14(e)). Table 3.2 shows
the sp('('(] up, that call be achieved for the different Gaussian selection methods,
without loss in word error rate. When trying to build a system. that is faster than
the ba."eline system and that can be worse than the ba.<;eline.the faster Gaussian
selection methods might be better. \Vhen speeding up the system with a loss in
word error rate, the overhead for the different methods stays about the same. but
the number of selected Gaussians can be reducl.'<:l.more, when having more Gaussians
before the reduction. This is the case for the faster methods and therefore the
reduction in computation time needed for the evaluation of the selected Gaussians
can be reduced more, what results in a better speed up than for the slower methods.

First pass
Proj. search BBI Clusters (diverg.) Clusters (Encl.)

WEB 35.8% 35.8% 35.7% 35.5%
Speed up 16% 18% 25% 32%
GPF 19% 9.1% 2.6% 2.7%
I\lain memory «1MB 80~1Il 20MB 20MB
Disk space OMB 13MB 5~lB 5~lB

Second pass
Proj. search BBI Clusters (diverg.) Clusters (Encl.)

WEB 29.7% 29.8% 29.7% 29.4%
Speed up 16% 20% 36% 40%
GPF 14% 13% 60% 5.9%
~lain memory «1MB 6~lB 20MB 40~lB
Disk space 0~1Il 2MB 5MB 9~lB
Adaptable to spk. - ~O YES YES

Table 3.2: Systems with the best speed up for the different Gaussian selection
method

The differences of the methods between their behavior in the first and the second
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pass are partly calL.o;;edby their ability of speaker adaptation. Since the clustering
and the BBI are trained on the SAT-acoustic models, they should be updated for
every speaker. The update of the centroids only seems to be sufficient for the update
of the clusters and therefore the clusters are adaptable to the speaker, whereas it
is not possible to adapt BBI trees. This results in a worse behavior for the BBI in
the second pass compared to the projection search, which just works on the acoustic
models v.ithout precalculation and therefore needs no speaker adaptation.

I BBI ~ Cluster
Xumber of leafs ?vlain memory Number of clusters ~fa.in memory

64 5 MB
256 19 MB 512 10 MB
102.1 72 MB 1024 20 MB
4096 280 MB 2048 40 MB

Table 3.3: ~Iain memory needed for BBI and clustering

I BBI I Clusters (divergence) I Clnsters (Enclid) I
Speed up 1st pass 14% 25% 32%
WEB 1st pass 35.9% 35.7% 35.5%
Speed up 2nd pass 20% 36% 36%
WER 2nd pass 29.8% 29.7% 29.4%
Main memory 21MB 20MB 20~lB
Disk space 4 MB 5MB 5MB
Leafs/Clusters 256 1024 1024

Table 3.4: Speed up for the different Gaussian selection methods using the same
amount of memory

The diffl~rl'nt methods and their different adaptability need (litferellt amounts of
memory. Since the projection search works directly on the acoustic models, it needs
only a few KD of maill memory and no disk space, while the precalculated data
structures of the other methods need at least some 1H3 of disk space and main
memory. The memory needed for clustering is about the same for the different
distance measures and both passes. It mainly depends on the number of dusters
(see table 3.3). The memory of a BBI tree also depends mainly on the number of
leafs. \Vhen building a BBl tree with the same Humber of leaL" than clusters, the
BBI tree needs a lot more memory (see table 3.3). This is caused by the fact, that
the Gaussians can be located in more than one leaf while the dusters are disjoint.
When examining the memory, that is needed by the best systems for every Gaussian
selection methods, no real conclusion can be drawn on the memory behavior and
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the resulting speed up of the system (see figure 3.2). Speed ups close to the best
speed up can abo be achieved, when using more or les.<;leafs or dusters, what would
result in very different memory amounts. Therefore it is always a trade-off between
speed. up and needed memory. As can be seen in table 3.4, higher speed ups can be
achieved for the clustering when using the same aUlount of memory for the clustering
and the DDI. That means, that the BBI needs more memory than the clustering.
In addition to that the lIlemory needed by the BBI increases a lot faster than the
memory needed for the clusters, what again is due to the fact, that Gallssians can
be located in multiple leafs. Besides that, the amount of memory that has to be
used is more flexible, when using dusters, since any number of clusters ca.n be used,
while the nm tree; are balanced and therefore the number of leafs always is a power
or 2.
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Conclusions and Future Work

During the evaluation of the different Gaus.<;ian selection methods, the quality of
the selected Gaussians and the time needed for selecting the Gaussians were the
main factors for the speed up of each system. The trade-off between this two factors
varies for the different methods, what results in different speed ups. The speed up
that can be achie\'(~dwith a certain method is also dependent ou the amount of
memory, that is available Therefore it is also a trade-off between the speed up and
the amount of used memory.
It is possible to build a system that needs only a few KB of additional memory for

the Gaussian selection. This can be done in using projection ~arch for the Gaussian
selection. \Vith projection search it is possible to speed up both pas..'\eS of the speech
recognizer without loss in word error rate. It does not even need to be adapted to
the speakers, since it works directly on the acoustic model",. A better speed up with
projection search can be achieved, when sorting the dimensions according to their
discriminath'e pOY.-er,which is done beforehand by performing LOA. Less speed lip
can be achieved in the second pass, since the ordering of the dimensions gets worse
due to the speaker adaptation and the speaker adaptive trained acoustic models in
the second pass.
Using a system with a Bm tree for the Gaussian selection a higher speed up can be

achieved than with the projection search. Since the BBI tree has to be precalculated
some disk space and also some main memory is needed for this Gaussian selection.
This BBI tree would have to be adapted to each speaker. Although this is not
pos.<;ible,using a not adapted BBI tree also a higher speed up can he achieved as
with projection search in the second pass.
\Vhen using clustering with divergence as Gaussian selection an even higher speed

up as with the BBl can be achieved while less memory is needed. During the
evaluation of the clusters it is best to use the Gaussian of each GaIL'>Sianmixture
that is nearest to a cluster centroid to calculate a back-off value. To use the clusters
for the speaker adaptive pass it is sufficient to update the cluster centroids for
each speaker. Searching for the nearest cllL'jters during the decoding needs a lot
of computation lime, when using divergence as a distance measure, therefore it is

37
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better to U~ Euclidean distance for the clustering and the search of the nearest
dusters.
Clustering with Euclidean distance gains the best trade-off between speed up

and word error rate for large systems. With this method a total speed up for both
passes of 34% can be achieved without loss in word error rate. This includes speaker
adaptation ill the second pa.-;s. It is possible to reduce the overhead for searching
the nearest clusters further, what will result in a larger speed up. Besides the time.
that is needed for the evaluation of the Gaussian mixtures, a lot of computation
time is also needed to evaluate the colIlplex language model, what bounds the speed
up that can be achieved using Gaussian selection.
One possibility to reduce the overhead for finding the nearest clusters is to perform

n second clustering with less clusters on top of the first clusters. During the decod-
ing first the nearest clusters of the second layer are 8elected and according to this
pre;election the clusters of the first layer are selected. This would reduce the over-
head, since leiS distances between each observation vector and the cluster centroids
would have to be calculated, but due to the more complex selection of the nearest
dusters of the first layer, more parameters have to be tuned to get a good speed
up. It could also be performed with more than two layers building tree-structured
clusters.
Different other possibilities should be tested on their ability to get more speed up.

Instead of using Euclidean distance a weighted Euclidean distance could be u~
for the clustering or a split and merge algorithm could be used for the clustering
instead of the k-means like algorithm. Both might result in better clusters without
additional overhead during the decoding. It might also be possible to reduce the
number of clusters and therefore the overhead for the selection in using intersecting
clusters instead of disjoint clusters. Therefore more complex a5signments of the
Gaussians to the centroids should be tested. Intersecting clusters would probably
need more memory. Also further test on the back-offstrategy could be performed. It
could be tested how high the loss in word error rate is, when using a single Gaussian
of a Gaussian mixture a5 back-off instead of evaluating all Gaussians as back-off.
Maybe a higher speed up can be achieved, when using more than one Gaussian 8.<;

back-off.
During this thesis the first and second pass have been examined separately. It

might be possible to get more speed up without loss in word error rate, when tuning
both passes together. It does not seeIO necessary to have very good hypothesis
after the first pass. Good hypothesis might be sufficient to perform a good speaker
adaptation during the second pass. Therefore it should be tested if a better speed up
can be achieved, when using a fast fin'itpaoSsand an accurate second pass. Instead of
considering both passes together, it might also be useful to combine two Gau&<;ian
selection methods, to get a better speed up. For example a preselection with a
small number of clusters or a shallow BBI tree and projection search based on this
preselection could be performed. After tuning the parameters for the Gaussian
selection it might be useful to revisit the other tuning parameters of the system.
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It might be passible for example to widen the beams without significantly slowing
down the system. This could even result in a better word error rate.

Besides speeding up the evaluation of the Gaussians during the decoding, it would
also be possible to speed up the evaluation of the Gaussians during the alignment of
the hypothesis for the speaker adaptation. Probably this has more negative effed
on the ~unl error rate than positive effect on the speed, but to be sure it should
be investigated further. Another possibility to speed up the system even more is
probably to speed up the evaluation of the language model, which needs a lot of the
computation time during the decoding.



Appendix A

Mathematical Basics

A.I Evaluation of Gaussian Mixtures
For a given observation vector x the probability for a state w containing a multi-
variate Gaussian mixture with diagonal covariance matrices is definpd as:

N_

p(xlw) =L c,.,N(x, i'~,Ewi)

i=l

(A.I)

The variable Cwi is the mixture weight for the ith Gaussian of state (,;.,'.The weights
of a state w fulfill the equations E::l r-wi = 1 and ('-wi ~ 0 \vhereas N." is the number
of Gaussians of state w. A single Gaussian N(x, Jl"", a,.•,) can be calculated as:

1 '( )T~-l( )N(x,/lw,E",) = -~~~_exp-~ x-p.", ....., Z-J1.w (A.2)
J(2K)N1Ewl

Therefore the log probability of a single Gaussian with a diagonal covariance
matrix of dimension K can be vaitten as

A.2 Calculation of a cluster Gaussian
Given the observation vectors 0i, the lIleau ,'ectors for K diagonal Gaussians be-
longing to a cluster can be calculated (k'l

kN-l

Gk ; Ilk = E(od:~~;~l)N= "~. L OJ

i=(k-l)N

whereas their covariances can be calculated 8.<;

41
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0' E (( ),)'S-I E( ')'''-1 E()'It - OJ - /-lk i=(k-l)N = OJ i=(k-l)X - /lit

kX~l

1 " 2 ,- N L OJ - Ilk
i=(k-I)S

(A.5)

assuming that each Gaussian approximates the distribution of N observation vec-
tors OJ. The mean vector and the covariances of the c1w,tcr Gaussian then can be
calculated as follows:

K,'i-l

G E( .)K"-I __ 1_ " o.
m:J1m - O'i=O - kJ.V L.- 1

t=O

A.3

1 (K '''-I )
KX L L 0,

It=l i=(k-I)N

1 K 1 k.V-l 1 K

- K L N L 0,= K L I"
,10=1 i=(k-l),\' It=!

A K-means like Algorithm

(A6)

(A.7)

To partition a set of Gaussians into k cllli)ters a k~means like algorithm can be used.
The procedure is as follows:
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1. Select k initial centroids of the type belonging to the distance metric that is
used (e.g. mean vectors or Gaussians).

2. Repeat steps 3 and 4 until convergence criterion is satisfied (e. g. partitions
fixed, centroids fixed, change of average distance measure lower than a given
threshold or given number of iterations reached)

3. Determine to which cllL"iter(centroid) each Gaussian belongs. Therefore calcu-
late the distances between each Gaussian and each centroid and assign Gaus-
sian to centroid \,,'ith smallest value for the distance measure (e. g. weighted
Euclidean distance or divergence)

4. For each cluster, calculate a new centroid from the sub.set of Gaussians which
belongs to the cluster. (e. g. new mean vector or approximation of the Gaus-
sians by a single Gaussian (see A.2) depending on the distance metric)

After the algorithm COIl\'€rges,the Gaussians are partitioned in k clusters and for
every cluster a centroid exists.
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Data Structures

B.l BBI Trees
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Figure B.1: Data structure of a BBI tree

Since the Bm tree data structure can be implemented in different ways, the
implementation used in this work (see figure 8.1) will now be described in more
detail. As a unique identifier every nm tree has a name. Furthermore it ha.",a flag,
that shows if the BBI tree is activated. To save memory space the nodes and leafs
of the tree are stored in array'S, where the structure of the tree is given implicitly.
The locations of the nodes and leafs in the arrays are defined by their positions
in the tree. Figure 8.2 shows the structure of the arrays for a tree of depth 2.
The nodes in the nodes array contain the coordinate axis that is divided by the
hyperplane belonging to that node and the position where the h.yperplane divides
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this coordinate axis. A second list contains the leafs of the tree, wherea.')every leaf
hu.';a list with entries for every Gaussian mixture. The entries are the number of
Gaussians of the Gaussian mixture in the subspace of the leaf and the indices of
this Gaussians. All of thi:s indic~ are stored in larger memory blocks to reduce
cache mis~s. For all Gaussian mixtures with only one Gaussian in a leaf an array
containing the indices of the Gaussians is used to avoid the occurrence of duplicate
arrays \vith only one Gaussian index in the memory block.

Nodes Array 8BI Tree Leafs Array

Node 1

Node 2

Node 3

Leaf 0

Leaf 1

Leaf 2

Leaf3

Figure B.2: Example for the storage of the Nodes and Leafs within a BBI trees

B.2 Clustering

When using clustering to speed up the speech recognizer a data structure 13.3is
created for each set of clusters. This cluster set data structure can be identifil:d by
a unique name. First it contains some variables for handling the data structure.
This are the st.ate of activity, the type of the distance measure, the given number
of clusters, the number of clusters to be evaluated during decoding, the number of
Gaussian mixtures. that belong to this set of clusters, the dimension of the feature
space and a list with the numbers of Gaussians assigned to each du::;ter. Besides that
it contains the precalculated value 109((211-)"") for a faster evaluation of the cluster
Gaussians. If the distance measure is a weighted Euclidean distance, it also contains
the average covariance matrix oyer all Gaussians, that belong to the set of clusters.
This covariances can he used as the weight for the weighted Euclidean distance.
The centroids of the clusters are st.ored in two separate sub data structures. All
mean vedors for the clusters are stored in a single matrix and if divergence is used
as the distance mC..<'lSure,the covariance matrices for the clusters are stored in an
additional list. This matrices contain their precalculated determinants for a faster
calculation of the cluster Gaussian values. The as.5ignmentof the Gauf>Siansto the
dusters is specified using a list for each cluster. Each of the list.scontains an entry
for each Gaussian mixture. This entries specify the indices of the Gaussians within
the Gaus..<;ianmixture, \vhich belong to this clu.<;ter.During the decoding the list of
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Gaussians that have to be evaluated, if the cluster belong to the Ilearest clusters,
can be found ea.'iilyusing the index of the Gaussian mixture with this list.
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Figure B.3: Data structure of a cluster set



Appendix C

User Interface

C.l Projection Search

When using the projection search implementation of this thesis, every Codebook
has to contain a threshold for the distance of the bounding hyperplanes to the
observation vector and the number of dimensions, that have to be bound during the
projection search. Since in most cases many codebooks are userl, it is easier to use a
description file, that specifies the parameters for all codebooks, instead of specifying
the parameters for every codebook separately at the start up. The description file
consists of three columns, whereas the first contains the name of a code book, the
~econd contains the number of bounding dimensions for this codebook and the third
contains the threshold (see C.l).

Name of codebook
A-b
A-e
A-m
B-b
B-e
B-m
G-b

Dimensions to be bound
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Distance of hyperplanes
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

Table C.l: Example for a projection search description file

The creation of a description file with the same parameters for all codebooks can
be done for example with the follov.ing TCL-script.

# number of bounded dimensions
set depth "3"
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# threshold for the hyperplanes
set threshold "2.0"

set descPath " .. Idesc"
set descFile $descPath/desc.tcl

source $descFile

APPENDIX C. USER I.\'TERFACE

# -------------------------------------------------------------------
# init modules
# -------------------------------------------------------------------

featureSetlnit $SIO
codebookSetInit $SID

# creation of the description file
set fp [open "$descPath/projectionDesc', w]
# adding of entry for every codebook to the description file
foreach cb [codebookSet$SID] { puts Sip "$cb $depth $threshold" }
close Sfp

To lise the projection search, the description file ha.<;to be loaded after the ini-
tialization of the codebooks during the start up of the decoder. This has to be done
using the command:

codebookSet$SID readProjectionDesc <filename>

In addition to that. the projection search has to be activated.

codebookSet$SID set -projOn <active {l,O}>

This command also deactivates all other Gaussian selection methods. If the projec-
tion search shall not be used during the speaker adapt.ation, it has to be deacthllted
during this time using the same command.

C.2 BBI

\\'hen using BBl trees as Gau~ian selection some precalculation is necessary. At
first it has to he specified, which codebook belollgs to which BBI tree. Therefore a
dfficription file is used. This file consists of two columns. The fir~t column contains
the name of a codebook, whereas the second contains the name of the BBI tree it
belongs to (SLoe C.2).
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Name of codebook
A-b
A-a
A-m
8-b
8-a
8-m
C-b

Name of BBI
OnaForAll
OnaForAIl
OneForAll
OneForAll
OneForAll
OneForAll
OneForAll
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Table C.2: Example for a BBI description file

\Vhen using one BBI tree for all codebooks, this file can be build using a script
similar to the one used to create the projection search description file.

# name of the BBI tree
set name' 'OneForAll' J

set descPath " ../dese"
set descFile $descPath/desc.tcl

source $descFile

# -------------------------------------------------------------------
# init modules
# -------------------------------------------------------------------

featureSetlnit $SID
codebookSetInit $SID

# creation of the description file
set fp [open "$descPath/bbiDesc', w]
# adding of entry for every codebook to the description file
foreach cb [codebookSet$SID] { puts $fp "$cb OneForAII" }
close Sfp

Csing this description file the EBI trees have to be build. This has to be done
during the preprocessing using for example the followingscript.

# -------------------------------------------------------------------
# Settings for bbi
# -------------------------------------------------------------------
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~ depth of the BBl trees
set depth "10"
# threshold for the bounding boxes
set gamma "0.2"

set descPath " ../dese"
set descFile $descPath/desc.tcl

source $descFile

APPENDIX C. USER INTERFACE

# -------------------------------------------------------------------
# Init Modules
# -------------------------------------------------------------------

featureSetlnit $810
codebookSetlnit $51D

# initialize all BBls as specified in the description file bbiDesc
bbiSetlnit $51D -dese "bbiDesc"

# -------------------------------------------------------------------
# make bbi trees
# -------------------------------------------------------------------

# build all specified BBl trees with certain depth and threshold
codebookSet$SID makeBBI -depth $depth -gamma $gamma -verbose 1
# save BEl trees
codebookSet$SID saveBBI "$descPath/bbiTree$SID-$depth-$gamma.gz"

exit

To use this precalculated BBI trees during the decoding, the BBI description file
and the BDI file have to be loaded during the start up after the initialization of the
codebooks. This can be done using:

bbiSetlnit $SID -desc <bbiDesc> -param <bbiFile>

In addition to that the use of the BBts during the decoding has to be activated:

codebookSet$SID set -bbiOn <active {l,O}>

This also deactivate:; the other Gaussian selection methods. If the BDI t rec shall not
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be used during the speaker adaptation, each of the BBI trees has to be deactivated
during this time with the following command.

codebookSet$SID.bbiC<bbilndex» configure -active <active {l,O}>

C.3 Clustering

The prccalculation, when using clustering as Gaussian selection, is similar to the
one of the BBI trees. Again a description file has to be created. which specifies the
assignment of each codebook to a set of clusters. The file contains two columns with
the names of the codeLooks and the names of the according cluster sets. This filp
can be created using the same script as for the 8BI description file for example.
For the creation of the clusters a script similar to the one for making the BBI

trees could be used.

# output more informations
set verbose 1
# number of iterations of the k-means like algorithm
set iterN 50
# number of clusters in each cluster set
set clusterN 1024
# type of distance measure for the clustering
set euclid 0 {o = DIVERGENCE, 1 = EUCLID, 2 = WEIGHTED EUCLID}
# type of back-offs
set clsBackOffs 0 {o = NONE, 1 = ONE GAUSSIAN}

set descPath ",./desc"
set descFile $descPath/desc.tcl

source $descFile

# -------------------------------------------------------------------
# init modules
# -------------------------------------------------------------------

feature5et1nit $510
codebook5et1nit $S10

# initialize cluster set as specified
# in the description file clusterSetDesc
clusterSet1nit $S10 -desc J'clusterSetDesc"
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# -------------------------------------------------------------------
# make cluster sets
# -------------------------------------------------------------------

# make certain number of clusters for each specified set of clusters
# using a certain distance measure
codebookSet$SID makeClusterSet -clusterN $clusterN -iterN $iterN

-euklid $euclid -verbose $verbose

# make back-offs, if requested and save sets of clusters to file
if {$clsBackOffs == O} {
codebookSet$SID saveClusterSet

"clusterSet$SID-${clusterN}-${iterN}-e${euclid}.gz',
} else {
codebookSet$SID makeClusterSetBackOffs
codebookSet$SID saveClusterSet

"clusterSet$SID-${clusterN}-${iterN}-bo-e${euclid}.gz"
}

When using Euclidean distance it is aL~ possible to make more difficult assign-
ments, than a.'>Signillgeach Gaussian to the nearest centroid. Therefore two different
typ('S of weighted Euclidean distance can be used as distance measure. The two
weights arc the inverse of the clusters average cO\miance (assignment = 1) and the
inverse of the square root of the product of the clusters average covariance and the
centroid covariance (assignment = 2). To create intersecting clusters, the Gaus:;ians
are 8.'\Signed to each centroids, which is closer than a certain threshold. This has to
be done before assigning the back-offs with the following command:

codebookSet$SID makeClusterSetFinalAssignment
-assignment <assignment> -threshold <threshold>

After creating the clusters, it is possible to use them during the decoding. There-
fore the description file and the file with the dusters have to be loaded using:

clusterSetlnit $SID -desc <clusterDesc> -param <clusterFile>

After loading the clusters, the number of nearest clusters that should be l1.,;edto
calculate the score during the decoding has to be specifier! for every set of clusters.

set clsN [codebookSet$SID configure -clsN]
for {set clBX o} {$clsX < $clsN} {incr clsX} {
codebookSet$SID.clusterSet($clsX) configure -topN <topN>

}
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Afterwards the use of the clusters has to be switched on:

codebookSet$SID set -clusterOD <active {l,O}>

55

\Vhen activating the clustering, the other Gaussians selection methods are deac-
tivated. If the clusters shall not be used during the e.timation of the speaker adap-
tation, they have to be deactivated during this time using the command:

codebookSet$SID.clusterSet«clusterSetlndex» configure
-active <active {a,l}>

To update the centroids after the speaker adaptation is applied, the following com-
mand has to be used:

codebookSet$SID updateClusterSetCentroids
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